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QUESTION 1

Your customer supports three different brands and needs to be able to send and receive emails using differently
branded email. 

The end customers may not know that the three brands are supported by the same company or that the Oracle
RightNow CX Cloud Service is being used. 

Identify the three configurations that must be made to enable this requirement. 

A. Use SMTP Forwarding from your customer\\'s mail server to the default service mailbox. 

B. Create three service mailboxes on the console, and use SMTP forwarding from your customer\\'s mail server. 

C. Use the Friendly From/Branded Address. 

D. Use the custhelp.com email address as the Reply To Address. 

E. Use your customer\\'s branded email address as the Reply To address. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Note: 

*Key Elements of the RightNow CX August 2011 Releaseinclude: 

Enhanced Mailbox Branding - Provides a "Friendly From/Branded Address" field to increase personalization and
relevance for service and marketing emails. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which are two true statements about chat surveys? 

A. You can create a chat rule to email a transactional survey to the customer at the end of a chat. 

B. Sending a link to a survey can only be done by the agent during or at the end of chat. 

C. You can create a chat rule to pop up a transactional survey at the end of a chat. 

D. When displaying a link to a chat survey, customer information cannot be linked back to the chat. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Note: *Chat Surveys Oracle RightNow Chat Cloud Service facilitates real-time chat sessions between your agents and
customers visiting your Website. Completion of a chat session is a prime time to gather feedback measuring the
effectiveness of the chat channel and to gain deeper insight into your online customer experience. Configurable chat
business rules enable you to present customers with a Website link survey when the chat session is complete or when
the chat is canceled(C). A transactional survey may also be e-mailed to the customer after the chat is completed instead
of "popping" the survey to the screen.(A) 

*As part of the Oracle RightNow CX Cloud Service solution, there are at least 11 different ways to listen to your
customers: transactional surveys, broadcast surveys, Website link surveys, chat surveys, voice surveys, surveys by
proxy, answer feedback, site feedback, social monitor, support community, innovation community, and periodic review
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of incidents. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is a printing company and every knowledgebase article contains the word "print. 

Which configuration will enable end customer searches to return a single knowledge article result when searching with
"print"? 

A. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword 

B. Add "print" using the Stop word editor and add "print" to the alias file. 

C. Add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword and add "print" to a search priority word and assign multiple
answers. 

D. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to a search priority word and assign one answer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Search Priority Words editor. This feature of Oracle RightNow Knowledge Cloud Service used to be known
as the Topic Words editor in versions released before May2010. This feature (see Figure below) is used to manually 

show an answer at the top of all search results when a certain search term is entered. Entering a search priority word is
helpful when you are confident that you know exactly which answer a customer wants to read when that person enters
a 

particular search term. 

Widely using the Search Priority Words editor is not recommended; instead, use it sparingly for special situations, such
as when you have an umbrella answer. 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer has performed a search on the knowledgebase and has stated that they are gettingstrange results.
Every time they search for the word "widget" the correct answer appears as the 10th answer on the search results and
not at the top of the first page. 

How can you increase the value of the word "widget" In the knowledgebase search results? 

A. Assign all products and categories to the knowledgebase answer. 

B. Set the display position to "Fix at top." 

C. Set the display position to "Place at top." 

D. Add the search term to the keyword field of the knowledgebase answer. 

Correct Answer: D 
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Incorrect: 

Not B: would ensure that widget would always be at the top over every list, but the value of the word would not be
affected. 

 

QUESTION 5

When using standard reports within the Analytics module there is a limit to what can be edited in each report. 

Select the two items that are editable on a standard report. 

A. Schedules 

B. Report Heading 

C. Non Selectable Filters 

D. Column Headings 

E. Graphs 

F. Permissions 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: A: chooseEdit ReportDefinition 

In edit mode, on the Home tab, choose Scheduling. 

?Choose Add Schedule, and then change the format to HTML Email (Images/Charts sent in email) 

?Name the schedule, fill in your e-mail address, and set the recurrence to weekly. 

?Save your report. 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has over a thousand answers in their knowledgebase. 

The keyword search report shows that some end customers are searching, using a misspelled word returning zero
results. 

The client does not want to edit all the answers to fix this situation. 

Choose the option that will fix your customer\\'s issue. 

A. Add the misspelled words to a custom field. 

B. Add the misspelled words to the answer keyword. 

C. Add the misspelled words to the stop word list. 

D. Add the misspelled words to the alias file. 
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Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: There are two files in particular that are especially important when configuring and tuning your
knowledgebase, aliases.txt and exclude_answers.txt (aka stop words). 

Aliases.txt - Use the Aliases.txt file in the File Manager, wordlist files to create synonyms. 

Make sure you are using consistent terms in your Answers. 

Adding misspellings to the Aliases.txt works very well, and presents people with Answers even if they make an common
spelling error. it works very well. 

If you add a misspelling to the keywords box, it only applies to that one single answer. 

 

QUESTION 7

Select the six actions that initiate the business rules engine to run its configured logic. 

A. A customer asks a question on the end user portal. 

B. An agent edits contacts, incidents, organizations, or tasks. 

C. A customer updates their contact details via the end-user pages. 

D. An agent edits an opportunity. 

E. The rules engine is updated. 

F. A customer adds more information to their incident via the end-user pages 

G. An agent creates or edits an answer. 

H. An administrator compiles the rules engine. 

Correct Answer: ABCDFG 

Not E, not H: changes to the rules engine itself does not initiate the business rules engine. 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has linked products and dispositions together on their site. On the agent\\'s incident workspace the list of
dispositions is not being filtered. 

Select the two actions that will assist in troubleshooting this issue. 

A. Your customer\\'s agents must log out and log back in. 

B. The Auto Build product disposition links is not selected. 

C. The incident workspace does not have a filter workspace rule assigned. 

D. The enable product disposition linking is not selected. 
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E. The client has not refreshed the incident in the incident workspace. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Explanation: C:You can useworkspace rules to filter out unwanted dispositions. 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer\\'s site consists of four business units using four different interfaces. 

To avoid any configuration changes affecting other business units they have created four test environments for all
system changes to be deployed and tested for each business unit before moving and changes into production. 

Following the standard deployment method, how many deployments (excluding the copy between environments) must
take place for the changes to be live in production, if they are customer portal changes for each of the four interfaces on 

each of the four environments? 

A. 28 

B. 30 

C. 32 

D. 34 

E. 36 

F. 38 

G. 40 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer is going to have three brand-related incident queues. 

They need to do an order routing of incidents created through an email channel to different queues. 

Identify the correct options to configure your routing rules for initial routing. 

A. Create a rule to route to each brand queue from the corresponding service mailbox in the "progress" state. 

B. Create a rule where if a subject contains the brand name, it should be routed to a brand queue. 

C. Create a rule to route to each brand queue from the corresponding service mailbox in the "initial" state. 

D. Create a rule where the sender\\'s domain = a branch, route the incident to the matching brand. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 11

Your customer requested that you create a new report and make it available in the agent\\'s navigation set. You create
the report and add it to the agent\\'s navigation set. However, the agents cannot see the new report. Select three actions
you must perform to identify the reason the report does not display for the agents. 

A. Request the agents to log off andlog back on. 

B. Check the Customize Navigation Sets selection. 

C. Review the navigation set in the profile to ensure it matches the navigation set you updated. 

D. Validate the Analytics permissions set for the report 

E. Review the filters in the report to ensure the Assign field selection is set to Logged In. 

F. Verify that profile permissions in Service has a check for "Read" under Incidents. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Note: 

*The staff members assigned to the profile have access to only those reports and items defined in their profile\\'s
navigation set unless you allow staff members with that profile to customize their navigation set. 

*Navigation sets control the navigation lists and buttons that staff members see on the navigation pane of the RightNow
CX Console. 

Navigation sets can be created for staff members who have any combination of responsibilities, and can be assigned to
staff members in their profiles. Every staff member has a profile, and every profile must include a navigation set that all
staff members with that profile use when they work in RightNow CX. A navigation set is a combination of navigation
buttons and their associated navigation lists. 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer has asked you to create a report that will need to be sent to the executive management. 

None of the receipts of this report has access to the system, and the same monthly report should be delivered to all
recipients. 

The management team frequently changes and your customer does not want to alter the report schedule after
configuration. 

After creating the report what two additional steps need to be taken? 

A. Create a schedule record for the report. 

B. Send a notification to the execution team that the report is available. 

C. Set the up staff accounts for the executive team. 

D. Create and add the distribution list to the schedule. 

E. Create a dashboard for the report. 
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F. Upgrade the permissions for the report to include the executive team. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Note: *Distribution Lists Email address lists that you can use when scheduling reports, configuring rule notifications,
forwarding incidentsand opportunities, and using CC and BCC in incident responses 

 

QUESTION 13

After an implementation of a Chinese Knowledge base, yourcustomer notices there are somesearch terms that are not
found when searching through the knowledgebase under any use case. 

You have verified that there are answers for the search terms being searched, but you also verify that answers are not
being returned correctly. 

Identify the configuration change you would make to mitigate this problem. 

A. Update the answer keywords 

B. Verify that all selections of the target answer(s) contain the search terms you\\'re looking for. 

C. Create hidden div tags inside the answer\\'s question section to promote the matching of a given target search term
that isn\\'t being matched. 

D. Create entries for the word and its syntax in the dictionary file. 

E. Create alias and thesaurus entries with the correct target search terms. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 14

Your customerhas asked you to createareport thatshowsallincidents opened within the past month. 

Thereportshould show the following columns: 

Numberofincidents opened inthepast month Numberofincidents opened in the pastweek Numberofincidents openedin
the pastday 

Which two functions are needed in the expressions to create the three columns? 

A. NVL 

B. AVG 

C. IF 

D. DECODE 

E. SUM 

Correct Answer: CE 
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Incorrect: 

Not A:In Oracle/PLSQL, the NVL function lets you substitute a value when a null value is encountered. 

Not D:DECODEcomparesexprto eachsearchvalue one by one. Ifexpris equal to asearch, then Oracle Database returns
the correspondingresult. If no match is found, then Oracle returnsdefault. Ifdefaultis omitted, then Oracle returns null. 

 

QUESTION 15

Which incident field is designed to be used by your customer to standardize tracking of how incidents are resolved? 

A. Response Message 

B. SLA Instance 

C. Severity 

D. Disposition 

E. Source 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: When you add an incident, you create a record of both the customer\\'s question and your response, which
can helpyour organization track how the incident is resolved. 
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